You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for INDESIT BA13. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the INDESIT BA13 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
- solicitaþi mereu folosirea de piese de schimb originale. Safety - a good habit to get into. ATTENTION Read your manual carefully since it contains
instructions which will ensure safe installation, use and maintenance of your appliance. Your Refrigerator is built to International safety standards (EN60)
ans has been awarded the European approval mark (IMQ) for compliance with UK electrical safety requirements. It also meets the EC standards on the
prevention and elimination of readio interference (EC directive 87/308 - 02.06.89). 1. This appliance is designed to be used indoors and under no
circumstances should it be installed outside even if protected by a roof. @@2.
@@Under no circumstances should children be allowed to operate, or tamper with, this product. 3. Do not attempt to operate or handle this appliance when
barefoot, or with wet hands or feet. 4. It is highly recommended that you do not operate this appliance by connecting it to the power supply with extensions or
multiple socket plugs.
@@5. @@6. @@7. @@8. Before disposing of your old appliance, remember to break or remove the lock as a safety measure to protect children who might
lock themselves inside the appliance when playing.
In addition, if the appliance is a new one with a lock, keeo the key out of the reach of small children. 9. If your appliance is not operating properly, read the
chapter entitled, "Trouble Shooting", which might help you resolve the problem, before calling an after-sales service centre. Do not attempt to repair the
appliance by tampering with the internal components. 10. If the power supply cord must be replaced, please contact one of our Customer Service Centers.
@@11. @@12. @@@@@@@@It is also important that the room not be too humid. During installation, make sure not to cover or obstruct the grates that
allow for proper ventilation of the appliance.
For proper ventilation of the appliance, you must leave: - a space of at least 10 cm between the top part and any cabinets above it; - a space of at least 5 cm
between the sides of the appliance and any adjacent cabinets/walls. Earthing Before making the electrical connection, check that the voltage shown on the
data plate, that you will find on the bottom left hand side of the appliance next to the crisper, corresponds to that of your home and that the socket is earthed
in compliance with all current electrical regulations. If the system is not earthed, the manufacturer declines all liability for consequent damages or losses. Do
not use adapters or multiple sockets. Position the appliance in such a way that you can access the socket where it is plugged in. Check the power load The
electrical socket must support the maximum power load of the appliance shown on the data plate (on the bottom left hand side of the appliance next to the
crisper). Away from Heat Avoid positioning the appliance in a place where it is directly exposed to sunlight or near an oven, cook top or the like. Before
plugging the appliance to the mains Stand the appliance upright and wait at least 3 hours before plugging the appliance into the mains to ensure proper
performance. 1 GB Electrical connection Your appliance is now supplied with a 13 amp fused plug that can be plugged into a 13 amp socket for immediate
use. Before using the appliance please read the instructions below.
WARNING - THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED. THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN.
Replacing the fuse: When replacing a faulty fuse, a 13 amp ASTA approved fuse to BS 1362 should always be used, and the fuse cover refitted. If the fuse
cover is lost, the plug must not be used until a replacement is obtained. As the colours of the wires in the mains lead may not correspond with the coloured
markings identifying the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows: Connect Green & Yellow wire to terminal marked "E" or or coloured Green or Green &
Yellow.
Connect Brown wire to terminal marked "L" or coloured Red. Connect Blue wire to terminal marked "N" or coloured Black. If a 13 amp plug (BS 1363) is
used it must be fitted with a 13 amp fuse. A 15 amp plug must be protected by a 15 amp fuse, either in the plug or adaptor or at the distribution board. If you
are in any doubt about the electrical supply to your machine, consult a qualified electrician before use.
Replacement fuse covers: If a replacement fuse cover is fitted, it must be of the correct colour as indicated by the coloured marking or the colour that is
embossed in words on the base of the plug. @@@@@@@@@@@@Then turn the thermostat knob "A" to one of the normal settings. @@@@@@Do not
be concerned about this! The refrigerator is operating normally. @@This will lead to an increase in energy consumption. @@On the shelf above the
vegetable crisper (which is the coldest area). In special egg rack on door. On any shelf. @@@@Bananas (they will turn black). Citrus fruits. @@This is why
meat and fish should be stored just above the crisper.
Remember to follow our instructions on the storage life of different foods: If not stored correctly, even the freshest food will deteriorate quite quick cubes
come away from their housing and come out of the same hole used to fill the tray with water.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Not required. Not required. Not required. Veal/Pork Chops Each piece wrapped in cling wrap
and then in tinfoil (4 to 6 slices) 6 Not required. Veal/Lamb Cutlets Each piece wrapped in cling wrap and then in tinfoil (4 to 6 slices) 6 Not required. Minced
Meat In aluminium containers covered with cling wrap. Plastic Baggies Cling Wrap or Tinfoil Tinfoil Tinfoil Freshly minced 2 Slowly in refrigerator. Heart
and Liver Sausages Chicken and Turkey Duck and Goose Pheasant, Partrige and Wild Duck Hare and Rabbit Venison Large Fish Small Fish Crustaceans 3 2
1/3 1/4 9 6 Not required. As necessary.
Very slowly in refrigerator. Very slowly in refrigerator. Tinfoil 1/3 9 Very slowly in refrigerator. Tinfoil Tinfoil or Cling Wrap Tinfoil or Cling Wrap Plastic
Baggies Plastic Baggies Store in salted water in aluminium containers or plastic containers. Tinfoil or Cling Wrap Plastic Baggies 3/4 5/6 6 9 4/6 2/3 3/6
Very slowly in refrigerator.
Very slowly in refrigerator. Very slowly in refrigerator. Not required. @@@@In refrigerator very slowly. In refrigerator very slowly.
In refrigerator very slowly. In refrigerator very slowly. Apples and Pears Apricots, Peaches, Cherries and Plums Strawberries Blackberries and Raspberries
Cooked Fruit Peel and cut into slices. Peel and pit. 1' / 2' 12 Rinse and fry. 10 / 12 Cut, cook and strain. 12 Fruit Juice Wash, cut and crush. Remove leaves,
cut head into small pieces and blanch in water and a little lemon juice. Wash and cut into small pieces. Shell and wash.
Wash and slice if required. Peel, wash and slice if necessary. Wash, peel and cut up. Wash and mince.
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Wash and cut up in small pieces. Preparation 10 / 12 Cauliflower 2' Plastic Baggies 12 Not required. Cabbage and Brussel Sprouts Peas French Beans
Carrots, Peppers and Turnips Mushrooms and Asparagus Spinacl does not operate or the problem persists, call the nearest Service Centre and inform them
of: the type of problem, the abbreviation of the model name (Mod.) and the relative numbers (S/N) written on the rating plate located at the bottom left next to
the vegetable crisper (see examples in the figures below). The Temperature in the Refrigerator and Freezer is too High Check that: · The doors are shut
properly and that the door seal is not damaged; · The thermostat knob is on the correct setting; · The refrigerator has not been overfilled. Mod.
RG 2330 220 - 240 V- TI 50 Hz Cod. 150 W 93139180000 W Fuse Gross Bruto Brut S/N 704211801 A Capac Max 15 w Class Clase Food in the Refrigerator
is too Cold Check that: · The thermostat knob is on the correct setting; · Food is not touching the back of the appliance, which is very cold. 75 Total 340 Net
Gross Gross Util Bruto Bruto Utile Brut Brut Compr. R 134 a Test Pressure HIGH-235 Syst. P.
S-I. LOW 140 Kompr. kg 0,090 Made in Italy 13918 Freez. Poder de Cong kg/24 h N 4,0 Classe Never call on unauthorized technicians and always refuse
spare parts which are not originals. The Motor Runs Continuously Check whether: · The doors are not closed properly or that they have been opened
continuously; · The room temperature is not too high; · Any frost buildup is not more than 2-3 mm.
The Appliance is Noisy Check whether: · The appliance is perfectly level; · The appliance has been installed between cabinets or other objects that vibrate or
make noise; · Remember that the refrigerant in the cooling circuit causes a slight bubbling sound, even when the compressor is not running (this is quite
normal). There is Water on the Bottom of the Refrigerator Check whether: · The defrost drain is clogged. GB 10 Reversing the door opening Reversibilitaet
der Tueroeffnungen Reversibilitate deschidere uºi 1 2 3 4 3mm 5 Merloni Elettrodomestici Viale Aristide Merloni 47 60044 Fabriano Italy Tel +39 0732 6611
Fax +39 0732 662501 www.merloni.com 02/2004 - 195040245.02 - Xerox Business Services - DocuTech .
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